• **Semester/Year:** Spring 2010

• **Title:** Research Assistant and Manuscript Editor

• **Dept.:** Women's Studies

• **Job Location:** Demarest Hall 205

• **Job Supervisor:** Jennie Lightweis-Goff

• **Supervisor Title:** Assistant Professor of Women's Studies

• **E-mail:** lightweis-goff@hws.edu

• **phone:** 3911

• **New Position?:** Yes

• **Suggested Wage:** $7.25

• **Job Description:**

  ○ An advanced student in the humanities or social sciences is sought to provide pre-publication support for Professor Lightweis-Goff’s manuscript *'Blood at the Root': Lynching as American Cultural Nucleus.* An interest in academic disciplines in which the book intervenes -- gender studies, Africana Studies, American Literary Cultures, art history -- will be a benefit for the student assistant.

• **Job Requirements:**

  ○ The student assistant will assemble an index for the forthcoming book, double-check citations and quotes and occasionally make photocopies and obtain resources from the library.

• **Special Skills:**

  ○ Strong reading and writing skills are necessary; acuity with online academic databases (e.g. MLA, Jstor, Muse) are preferred.

• **Application Details:** Please schedule an interview with Jennie Lightweis-Goff via email (lightweis-goff@hws.edu).

• **Weekly Hours:**

  ○ The following hours are preferred but times are negotiable: Tuesday 1:30 - 5:00 Thursday 1:30 - 5:00